AGENDA 21 – THE ELITES’ PLAN FOR WORLD DOMINATION
There are some things that just need to be published so that people can be aware. Early in
this current century I was made aware of something called “The Georgia Guide Stones,” which
immediately drew my interest. My dad would always tell me that if you want to know what your
enemy is up to just read their literature. His pet peeve was the Internal Revenue Service and by
time that his research was over he knew the that bureaucracy better than most of the people high
up in the Treasury Department.
I can remember once when I had become disabled and the doctors told me that I would
probably not be working as a pipe-fitter anymore, I cashed in my defined contribution account. It
wasn’t much, just a little over eight thousand dollars. Back then a person could cash those
accounts in without paying taxes or penalties (at first) so that is what I did. When the next year
rolled around and April fifteenth passed by, I started to get letters from the IRS alerting me that I
owed taxes on my cash-out. Of course, I was on a very fixed income and could not pay. My dad
jumped immediately into action. He got every bit of IRS literature that he could put his hands on.
He had one of their field officer manuals too. He spent hours in the law library looking things up
for me. He drew up several forms and letters for me to present at the Sacramento IRS office.
The day came for me to go into the IRS office to, as dad put it, “straighten them out.” We
entered the unholy halls of the building and were called up to the window. The IRS agent looked
at the paperwork and I explained that I was disabled and unable to pay them any money. The
agent told me that I would have to pay in payments. Dad handed me a small stack of papers and I
told the agent that he couldn’t make me pay. He looked at the stack and agreed that they could
not make me pay. Then the agent told me that I would have to pay interest on the amount owed
upon which time dad handed me another small pile of papers. The agent read them and said that I
would not have to pay the interest. Then the agent told me that I would have to pay penalties and
I handed him another stack of papers while telling him that he couldn’t do that. Even though the
building was nicely cooled by air conditioning he began to sweat. He took the papers and said
that he had to see his supervisor. He came back about half an hour later and told me that my
paperwork was right then he quipped, “are we tax rebels?” I retorted that we were just a couple
of hard-working Americans that were looking out for our rights. We exited the building and got
into my little truck. Dad had a big smile on his face and said, “when I get home, I’m going to
write you a check for the amount that you owe. I just wanted to make them sweat.” Dad did give
me the money and the problem was resolved.

You see, I’ve always been the sort of person, schooled by my dad in these sort of matters,
that fights back and/or teaches other people how to fight back. With that in mind you can only
imagine how I felt when I read about the Georgia Guide Stones. They are basically the Ten
Commandments for the New World Order. The first commandment bothered me the most,
stating that a goal was set to reduce the population of Earth to half a billion people so that
humanity could keep in harmony with nature. Another way of putting that is to state that they
somehow plan to eliminate close to seven billion people to achieve this goal. Back in 2011 I
went to Georgia to visit my good friend Jill. I told her that one of the things that I wanted to do
was to visit the Guide Stones, which were about an hour and a half from her home. So on that
day we packed her two kids and ourselves into my rented Chevy Caprice and we set off for the
demonic site.
It was an interesting day. When we got to the little town of Elberton life became
interesting. Back then I used to wear my Kippah. We walked into a granite museum in town and
discovered that the place was run by a member of the Masonic Order and that they held meetings
in the upper room that I had somehow wandered into. I went downstairs to talk to the man and
placed my right hand into the space between my buttons on my shirt (a trick I learned from my
dad) and the guy took me for a fellow Mason. He gave us free samples of granite rocks and gave
Jill’s daughter’s candy and such. We went to McDonalds in Elberton and walked into the store
and it became so quiet that you could hear a hamburger drop. Everyone was staring at me and it
hit me that they saw my Kippah, and let me tell you, I got some of the dirtiest looks that I’ve
ever gotten, and it was the whole of the clientele that stared me down. Needless to say we
grabbed the food and left quickly. We arrived at the Guide Stones later in the afternoon and
interviewed some other curiosity seekers. One couple knew that it was evil, and another couple
seemed to like the ideas carved into the stones. Here is a link to a video that I shot. Jill’s older
daughter did a fine job of editing.
https://youtu.be/ohk4ZMdDHF4
We see the foundation for the New World Order literally etched in rock at the Georgia
Guide Stones. The Stones are there for everyone to see, but what is there that not too many
people know about. Let’s parallel the giving of the Ten Commandments of the NWO with the
Ten Commandments given by YHVH on Mount Sinai. Both were etched in stone. Both sets of
commandments were given in a firm context but without any clarification of the fine details. In
Scripture the Ten Commandments were given and afterward YHVH dictated to Moshe’ all of the
intricate details of the Ten Commandments in what we call the Torah. In Torah we find the Ten

Commandments explained, but we also find the Spirit of The Torah. In addition, we are shown
the blessings that are given if Torah is followed and the penalties for those who broke Torah.
Next, we move onto Agenda 21. Like Scripture the grand scheme of the NWO law is
inscribed into stone. Unlike Torah the Guide Stones are translated into several languages because
they are edicts that will have to be followed by the whole world whereas the Torah was for the
Jewish people. While the broad idea of NWO Law is inscribed into the Guide Stones just like the
Law of YHVH was inscribed into stone tablets, the find details of the Guide Stone Law is
translated into a worldly version of Torah that is called Agenda 21. I understand now that there is
also furtherance of Agenda 21 that is titled Agenda 30. Some people speculate that Agenda 30 is
a further refinement of Agenda 21 and others speculate that the Elites have realized that their
plans have been retarded because of world situations (Specifically the election of Donald Trump)
that have placed a hindrance on Agenda 21 being implemented in or by 2021.
I will finish writing here but what I want to do is to introduce in PDF form a copy of
Agenda 21 so that you can read what the Elites have planned for your future. However, before
finishing out my portion of this document I just want to encourage all of you with some food for
thought. Agenda 21 is scary, and when you combine it with the message on the Guide Stones it
can seem downright scary. We must remember however that the real author of all that happens is
YHVH. Yes, history is already written and YHVH has seen the end from the beginning and he is
aware of everything that is going to happen. While it seems that Agenda 21 might be set back a
little it is also possible that it will come about in 2021. If you know Yeshua then you know that
you have to trust that He has your best interests at heart and that things are being fulfilled on a
daily basis but in HIS OWN TIMING. Let me exhort you to pray for your family and loved ones
and yes, yourself in regard to what is happening in this world. And remember the words of
Yeshua when he said, “He that endureth till the end shall be saved.”
Click Here For Agenda21

